
 



 

FEBRUARY 2014 

THIS MONTH 

With the club growing significantly over the last few years we have now close to 50 members. Consequently 

we have expanded our activities which are making considerable demands on the time of some of our 

members. This is likely to increase over the next year as we plan our first show. In order to recognize the 

particular efforts that Paul Adams makes to the club, the club committee have proposed to create the position 

of club President and have nominated Paul for the position (I will continue as IPMS secretary). We will discuss 

this further at our AGM on Wednesday, where I would hope that the proposal is formally agreed. 

The show season kicked off last weekend with our trip to Yeovilton, which unfortunately saw the wind claiming 

some of Paul’s models (full details later) to the great distress of everybody. I certainly hope the damage is not 

as bad as it first appears and the models can be fully repaired. 

I have had a lot of input to this month’s magazine, for which I am ever thankful. This issue  has some cracking 

articles, covering aircraft, cars , and AFVs not to mention show reports, and other reflections on our hobby. 

 

Tony 

IPMS Club Secretary  

 

  

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern Hampshire. We cater 

for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well seasoned gurus. 

We meet on the 1
st
 and 3

rd
 Wednesdays of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, where we 

often run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about our hobby. We also 

attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s completed projects. 

We have an open door policy so if you want to  sample how we can help you get more out of your hobby or just 

come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn up – see the last page for 

details or visit our web site 

www.romseymodellers.co.uk 

file:///C:/modelling/Newletter/December%202009/www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS  

 

  

CLUB AGM 

As part of our IPMS membership we are obliged to hold an annual general meeting (AGM). We will conduct 

this at our next meeting. We would expect that business will not take more than 3/4 hour so we don’t 

interfere with the important business of chatting about modelling! 

Agenda 

 Election of club officials 

 Statement of Accounts  

 Club Polo Shirts ( See below) 

 IPMS return 

 Club Activities 2014 

o Shows 

o Telford 2014 

o Competitions 

o Club night activities  

o Other outings 

 Club Show 

 Website 

CLUB POLO SHIRTS 

As promised, now that we have our wonderful new logo we are now in the process of developing the design 

for a club shirt. 

Below are the proposed designs, at the next meeting we will have a vote to select the preferred style 
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ANDY ARGENT 

Having spoken to Andy at the Yeovition show we have now 

rearranged his talk that had to be postponed last year. 

Andy will now be at the club on 16
th

 April to give us an 

insight into his models and techniques. 

Andy has won countless awards for his outstanding AFV’s 

and dioramas. This is definitely a night to bring your 

camera as Andy will be bringing along examples of his 

work. 
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YEOVILTON FAA MUSEUM MODEL SHOW 15TH FEB 2014 BY TONY ADAMS  

The weather couldn’t 

have been more 

unpleasant as we left 

Romsey for our first show 

of the year; there was 

some discussion as to 

whether we would be 

able to get there due to 

the flooding in the West 

Country. However by the 

time we passed Salisbury 

the rain had abated and 

we were treated to the 

first blue sky I have seen 

in weeks. When we 

arrived at the Museum 

we found our patch, which initially we were very upset about, it being tucked away behind the Avenger, we 

were worried that may people would walk by without seeing us. 

Making the most of what we felt was a bad lot we proceeded to 

set up, this is when disaster happened. The wind in the car park 

was very gusty and as Steve was getting Paul’s models out of the 

car, the wind took their box (which was on the ground) and turned 

it over causing a large amount of damage to some of Paul’s finest 

work (including the BMW Z4 featured on the cover). Naturally 

both Paul and Steve were devastated, after taking a break to claim 

down we set about retrieving all the loose parts that were floating 

about in the box, hopefully we found everything and there is a 

reasonable chance that the models can be repaired (having been 

through this myself I have nothing but sympathy for Paul). 

Meanwhile we set up the display which once again looked brilliant 

with the protective screens and lighting 

  

As there were so many of us (I counted 14 members at one time or another ) available to mind the stand there 

was plenty of opportunity to wander around, to view the models and of course flex the credit card. I was 

intrigued by a 3D printer which apparently is available in kit form for £500 – oh the possibilities! 

The location proved to be a little less disastrous than we first thought, the lighting was good and when people 

actually came in they seemed more inclined to talk about our display, all in all it felt quite cosy in our enclave. 

 
After the disaster : Paul and Steve assess 

the damage 
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I managed to miss going to the competition area so I apologies for not providing any photos of the entries. 

Airfix were showing off some of their new products that will shortly be hitting the shelf. I had been bowled 

over by the Typhoon at Telford but this time the C-47 took my attention along with the Dornier 17 and 

Blenheim all of which are on my purchase list. 

All to soon it was time to pack up and head off into the weather back home. Despite the obvious upset the 

damage to Paul’s models had on everybody, the day was very enjoyable and no doubt we will all be there 

again in the Autumn. 

PHOTOS 
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A PAIR OF NICELY FEATHERED HAWKS: AIRFIX 1/72ND  SCALE BY PAT CAMP  

 

As has now become customary from Airfix, their latest models come beautifully presented. The box has the 

first class artwork [1] that has become the norm from Adam Tooby and Airfix these days. The end opening box 

encloses a tray [2] to hold all the goodies This is quite a good arrangement, but I still prefer a lid opening box 

from the practical point of view: I put the decal sheet into the upturned lid and put the tray on top – this keeps 

the decals flat and protected whilst saving space on my workbench. The gap around the sides between the lid 

and base are also handy for holding parts on their sprues whilst the paint dries. 

The kit instructions are clearly laid out and the 91 parts are very nicely moulded [3]. The kit has four sprues of 

Airfix’s grey plastic plus a separately bagged transparent sprue, the latter being lovely quality with the canopy 

frames well demarked, the MDC finely engraved from the inside and the glazing thin, clear and undistorted. I 

built the Airfix Hawk 120D (Romsey Modeller, October 2011) and thoroughly enjoyed it: and the build of these 

T1’s was just the same. (It is just as well, as I now have another two to build, this time in the special 2012 

scheme). 

   

[3] Kit parts are sharply moulded 

and fit together well. Some of the 

panel line treatment is a little 

overdone, but doesn’t really 

notice on the final result. The 

fence moulded into the top wing 

looked a lot better after thinning 

the edges. 
  

  

[1]. Airfix’s 1/72nd RAF Benevolent Fund Hawk kit in 

its attractive packaging. Initial impressions are of high 

quality, and that feeling stays with you throughout 

the build. 

[2]. The starter kit comes complete with 6 pots 

of acrylic paint, 2 brushes of different size and 

glue. I haven’t used the paint or glue yet, but I 

find the brushes to be good quality and very 

useful, so I can keep my best brushes for more 

demanding painting tasks. 
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Of course, what really stands out in this kit is the beautiful decal sheet, printed by Cartograf. They are for the 

2009 RAF Benevolent Fund scheme and 50p is donated to this worthy cause for each kit purchased. The 

instructions include a full colour painting and decal guide, with separate diagrams showing placement of the 

enormous quantity of stencil markings. 

You may recall from my Tucano article (Romsey Modeller, December 2013) that Bertrand Deleest asked me to 

build this kit for his “aircraft special markings” IPMS Special Interest Group (SIG). He made it very clear that I 

was to build it “from the box”. I managed to keep to this request (apart from sneaking in a pair of resin ejector 

seats from Neomega!). I also decided that I would build one for myself, this one having the full Neomega 

cockpit [4] and have the canopy poised open.  

  

   
[4] The Neomega resin set comes in a diminutive package which is irritating to open. The instructions 

are tightly folded inside. The resin is a dark green colour and is brittle: many of the small parts were 

broken and there were also air pockets at high points. But don’t be put off; it all went in without fuss 

and looked good – and the resin seats with their realistically moulded webbing were a joy to paint up. 

Some of parts were not what were ordered, but I had no problem getting them replaced. 

Work on the Neomega resin started with a big job: sawing the main cockpit moulding from its moulding plug 

[5]. It needed only minor work to get it to fit between the fuselage halves [6]: so much easier than some Aires 

resin where you have to sand everything to a nanometer thickness - so thin you can see through it - and then 

squeeze it all into place! 

  
[5] Removing the cockpit from its moulding 

plug: I cut in from both sides towards the 

centre, as the cut would have wandered 

too much if I tried cutting all the way 

through from one side. 

[6] The moulding fitted very well into the fuselage halves and 

allowed the internal detail of the plastic parts to be left in place. 

A drum sander in my Dremel made quick work of removing resin 

where needed (I worked outside and avoided breathing in resin 

dust).  
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Space was found to add some chunks of lead nose weight [7].  

  
[7] Room was found to put pieces of lead in the forward part of the 

cockpit and some small pieces in the wheel bay (actually, these 

interfered with fitting the nose leg during final assembly, and severe 

trimming of the leg mounting was needed).  

Here we can see the cockpit has been airbrushed with Mr Hobby 

Resin Primer, followed by H164 grey and shaded with a dark oil paint 

mix. Details have been picked out with a fine brush. 
 

Maybe I was concentrating on the resin too much, because when I came to do the plastic parts for Bertrand’s 

model I made a hash of it. If only I had read my article on the Hawk 120D and raised the footwell cut-outs on 

the instrument panel parts by a mm or 2, using the decals as a cutting template. As it was, I slapped the 

instrument decals into place and they looked lost in the vast acres of grey surrounding them [8]. The plastic 

parts were laid within a fuselage half to make sure everything aligned properly before the adhesive was 

applied. It was possible to fit a bigger piece of lead nose weight between the instrument panel and nose wheel 

bulkhead [9]. 

 

 

[8] Here we can see the instrument panel 

decal lost against the background. 

[9] I was able to fit a sizeable piece of lead 

fishing weight neatly into the nose of the 

model. There was no need to add lead into the 

wheel bay as well. 

Assembly was speedy after the cockpits were done. I left out the ejector seats, jet nozzle and nose leg until 

later. The jet intakes were painted inside before gluing together. Some sanding and Mr Surfacer were used on 

the joins, but nothing too bad. Similar treatment was needed for the next stage of the instructions, when the 

intakes were glued to the fuselage. 

The lower wing half is a single piece and there are two upper halves. The trailing edge of the lower wing is at 

the aileron/flap hinge line, not at the very back edge. Although this makes for a nice thin trailing edge, I did 

find the back edge of the lower wing needed to be thinned down (particularly at the outboard ends) to obtain 

a flush surface with the upper wing halves.  
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I used spring clamps and wooden strips to clamp the leading edges straight when the upper and lower wing 

sections were glued together. The strips were temporarily held with masking tape so they would not slide off 

under pressure from the clamps. The trailing edges were glued after the leading edge joints had set. 

The wing needed some dry fitting and fettling to get the best fit before gluing to the fuselage: there was a gap 

between the wing and fuselage at the wing roots and these were filled with strips cut from plasticard [10].  

[10] The wing to fuselage join had gaps towards the 

front on each side. I selected some plasticard that 

was a tight fit into the widest part of the gap. Strips 

of this were trimmed to the length needed and 

tapered down in thickness by scraping with a blade 

until it fitted snugly into the gap. Some liquid glue 

was run along the join on the wing side only (leave 

the fuselage side dry). Once the glue had sufficiently 

hardened, the wing was removed and more glue 

added to make sure the strips were well bonded in 

place. They were then given a final sand and trim so 

the wing could fit in place without any visible gaps.  

The join was finished by running some liquid cement along it with a brush. Some work was also needed to the 

wing underside to blend the jet intakes to shape. 

The curved decking behind the canopy is a good fit and went into place with no problem. All I did was to break 

the sharp edge each side of the piece so it resulted in a neater panel line once in place. 

The actuators beneath the wing were painted on their sprues at the same time as the main airframe and glued 

into place in the final stage of assembly. The tail was also painted separately, but was removed from the sprue 

and checked for fit before gluing to sprue handles for painting. 

The fuselage nose was carefully prepared to take the light [11].  

[11] A tiny countersink in a pin-

vice was used in the opening in 

the nose to produce the reflector. 

This  was painted with chrome 

silver with the upper quadrant in 

dark grey.  

The plastic lens was glued in with 

a generous quantity of clear 

epoxy resin (top photo). 

Once everything had cured nice 

and hard, it was carefully filed, 

sanded and polished to shape. 

This was then masked off until 

painting was completed. 

 

 

 

The partly assembled model was cleaned, degreased, masked and primed [12]. The grey was sprayed directly 

from an aerosol and given a going-over with Micromesh before receiving two light and one heavier coat of 
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Alclad black primer. I had hoped that it would be all that was necessary. Unfortunately (you knew things were 

going too well, didn’t you!) it turned out to be dark grey, rather than black, and never dried fully - remaining 

sticky to touch and leaving finger marks every time the model was handled. I made a serendipitous discovery 

of some Tamiya gloss black aerosol paint in my stash, decanted this into my airbrush and put it over the top 

without problem. The finish remained delicate throughout (I am sure because of the Alclad primer) and finger 

marks were easily left.  

[12] The models were quickly masked with moistened 

tissue. I applied some white glue to the exposed 

surface to stiffen it up so that it would stay in place 

once the tissue had dried.  

(The tissue was removed on completion of painting 

by cutting a slit through the outer layer and adding a 

drop or two of water to soak into the tissue and 

soften it – it could then be hoiked out using 

tweezers).  

The edges of the cockpit were bordered with strips of 

Tamiya tape before the tissue was put in. I did not 

mask off the coamings themselves until the black 

finishing coat was on the ‘plane.  

The cockpit coaming and wheel wells were masked off and airbrushed dark grey and white respectively [13].  

[13] Here we see the underside masked and 

the wheel wells airbrushed white. 

I should have done the wing lights as well 

at this stage, instead I left it until decaling 

was done and that was an unnecessary risk 

because the masking tape could pull the 

decals off when you remove it. 

 

The next step was to apply the Cartograf decals. These are beautiful and finely printed, but fiddly. The big 

decals were a daunting prospect: they would make or break the final result. The serial numbers for two aircraft 

are supplied; so I used different ones for my two models. There are an enormous number of stencil decals to 

be put on!  

As usual, I started with a decal on the underside of the model to get a feel for how easily the decal moved and 

settled on the surface and to see whether Microset or Microsol were needed. I found it best to use water (with 

a spot of washing-up liquid added) whilst the decal was slid from the backing and into position. I then switched 

to Microset and then ultimately Microsol, especially for the decals that had to conform to complex curved 

surfaces. A hairdryer was also used at times to help tease the decal to wrap around curved edges. 

I put decals onto my model first and then applied any lessons learned to Bertrand’s [14].  
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[14] The Cartograf decals fitted extremely well apart from one or two areas. One being the large roundel on the 

underside which did not fit around the wheel bays too well: this was remedied by slicing the decal into two: one 

piece in front of the wheel bay and the other behind it. The overlap of the white decal is hidden from view once 

the wheel doors are in place. 

I found a problem getting the union flag on the long fuselage decal to line up with the one on the fin & rudder. I 

recommend you cut the long decal into two at a point just forward of the broad red & white stripe. Put the big 

decal on so it lines up with the two diagonal red/white stripes on the fin, then put the short bit you cut off to 

line up with the broad red/white stripe near the rudder post. 

Putting the decals on was nerve wracking, but ultimately successful. If you arm yourself with Microset, 

Microsol and a hair dryer, and approach the job systematically then you will find it a fulfilling and enjoyable 

experience. I mentioned already that I started with decals on the underside to get a feel for handling the 

decals. Then you need to take the big plunge: put the decals on each side of the fin and rudder. I let these dry 

before then doing the large fuselage decals. 

Take care with the large roundel beneath the fuselage: it can be difficult to get it to settle into place without 

wrinkling. 

Once these large decals are in place and dried, it is plain sailing after that [15]. I added a couple of fine white 

strips to each wing leading edge to represent the bare-metal tabs that are located in this position. 

  

[15] The Hawks look very nice in their brightly coloured plumage! 

Whilst I’ve mentioned only the main airframe, all the other parts were being worked on as well. The ejector 

seats in the Neomega set were absolute gems and great fun to paint up [16].  
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[16] The Neomega resin seats 

were painted first with Mr 

Resin Primer, then Alclad black 

and finally Tamiya XF-69 NATO 

black (this was also used for 

the instrument coamings). 

Actually, the Alclad black was 

an unnecessary step and can 

be skipped.  

The fabric areas were painted a light olive green and shaded with a dark 

green oil paint mix. 

The straps were picked out in a variety of tones using photographs of the 

real items for reference. The paints were enamels and acrylics from the 

paint box, highlighted and shaded with oils. 

I like to block-in the straps with a light tone, and then follow up with a 

darker shade applied as a line along the centre, leaving the light first 

coat visible as a border along the edges. Finally, use a very light tone to 

pick out highlights. 

The seats were glued into place and looked really good [17]. 

[17] Ejector seats installed into each cockpit. 

These are the Neomega seats within the 

Neomega cockpit, but the second pair of seats 

fitted into the  Airfix cockpit without too much 

trouble as well. 

 

The canopies are lovely mouldings and I really like the detonation cord engraved on the inside face: it allows 

you to get a durable and crisp result with little effort [19]. They were carefully painted with two coats of H196 

satin pale grey and left to dry. The inside was then abraded with 6000 mesh Micromesh, followed by 8000 grit 

and then polished to leave very neatly defined lines. 

Unlike the Hawk 120 kit which comes with a separate windscreen and canopy, the T1 kit has a single moulding. 

I used a photo-etched razor saw to cut it into two [18]. 
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[18] The windscreen and canopy for the Neomega version were 

separated using a photo-etched saw.  

Pieces of fine vinyl masking tape were placed each side of the cutting 

line and backed with some Tamiya tape.  

Some strips of rubber were used to support the canopy at an angle so 

that the cutting line was vertical. 

[19 - right] The separated canopy. The painted MDC can be seen here. 

 

The blast screen dividing the forward and aft cockpits needs modifying if the canopy is to be poised in the 

open position [20].  

   

[20] References were made to photographs to get the relative size, shape and position of the cut-away in the 

blast screen. This was marked onto Tamiya tape placed over the part. Holes were drilled to give radiused 

corners and the tape cut and the plastic scored where the final edges were wanted. A razor saw was used well 

back from the final edge and the shape finished by filing and trimming with an X-Acto blade. 

The canopy parts were then dipped into Klear and this was left to harden before masking for painting [21]. 

  

[21] The canopies were masked with Tamiya tape. I 

used a new roll after the problems of glue residues 

that plagued me when I used old tape for my Harrier 

build!  

I punched out small discs of tape for the windscreen 

corners and then used thin strips over the curved 

areas: these can be left slightly long. Wider pieces 

were used for the straight sides of the canopy, these  
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being trimmed to length to lie over the thinner 

strips, which helped with keeping the latter in place. 

The thin strips were then trimmed to length using 

the wider strips as a cutting guide.  

I prefer to cut the strips from the tape using a sharp 

knife so the edge is sharp, rather than apply the tape 

directly from the roll. 

 

The areas inside were then filled in with more tape and the lot sealed under a coat of Neo masking 

fluid. 

The frames were painted dark grey and then black. The outside edges of the blast screens were then 

given two coats of white (the second coat being mixed with some cream coloured paint to give it a 

slight off-white tint). The screen was then given a polish with 8000 grit Micromesh to remove paint 

from the faces and then polished. This process left the painted edges looking very neat and the screen 

itself nice and shiny. 

The position of the blast screen is not marked on the canopy; however there is a positive location for it on the 

coaming behind the first pilot’s seat of the Airfix parts. I found that by resting the blast screen on the coaming 

that the canopy could be put into place and would then grip the screen. The parts can be lifted off and the 

screen secured in position with your favourite glue for clear parts (I use Gator-Grip). Therefore the Airfix parts 

provided an assembly jig for the Neomega version! 

The cockpit looks pretty good once all the bits are in place [22]. 

   

[22] I was pleased with how the cockpit turned out. 

The only other items I used which did not come from the Airfix kits were a pair of tapered steel pins for the 

nose pitots. 
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[23] The completed pair of Hawks in 2009 RAF Benevolent Fund scheme. 
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BMW Z4 GT3 PART FOUR, BY PAUL ADAMS  

It never fails to amaze me…..so little to do, but it takes so much time to achieve! Before Christmas, I’d 

mounted the body on the chassis, made some adjustments and readied the car to have the final parts fitted 

for completion upon New Year…..so much for that. 

….After the hiatus I set about painting up the last parts, wheels, rear wing, winglets, and aerials, and finish 

some housekeeping tasks. 

The rear wing is updated to 2012 spec from Hobby Design, which features a resin wing and etch support 

frame. A small lower wing element is from the kit. The wing was warped upon removal from the packaging, so 

some help with a hairdryer set to stun, I got it straight and true (this was temporary!). To hold it while painting 

and decaling I simply glue to two thin wire rods into either end to act as handles. After filling in some small air 

holes, it was primed and painted with Halford’s satin black. The carbon decal was from Modellers and carried 

out in two stages, top half followed by the lower. Getting carbon decal to conform requires heat…..yep, you’ve 

guessed it, the heat warped the wing back to where it was before! More heat, and pressing the top edge down 

on the workbench helped, but once cleared, it was back again. It’s not too noticeable, or it wasn’t before I told 

everyone!. 

The support frame was very fiddly and during the mock up stages, it proved troublesome to assemble, and to 

keep assembled! The slots in the resin wing were not accurately cut, so it  line up offset, the wing end plates 

had the mounting holes in the wrong place….and….I could go on!  Suffice it to say, Hobby Design need to work 

on their quality control some more.   

  

Some early test fitting, with kit wing in place. Due to alignment issues, the resin wing had its 

mounting slots re-cut…. 

I eventually used Studio 27’s wing end plates and moved 

the mounting stubs from the main wing by cutting off the 

old and inserting plastic rod in the correct positions. 

Some satin black for the supports, more carbon on the 

lower wing, some arrow decals and a set of extremely 

fiddly angle brackets completed the look.  It’s a good 

addition to the model, but a pain to fit. I hope Fujimi’s 

2013 kit has the correct wing with it! 

 

Final test fit underway...the wing end plate 

mounting stubs were also re-positioned... 
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The 2012 wheels too were from Hobby Design 

and required a lot of cleaning up to make them 

ready for paint. The spokes were thinly cast, so it 

was careful going with the sanding so as not to 

cause any time consuming repairs. I shot these 

with Zero Semi gloss black for an almost matt 

finish, I’ve seen no Z4’s with glossy wheels. The 

tyres were fitted straight from the packet (well, 

just a little sanding needed on the running 

surface) and the Michelin decals applied. These 

were from the Studio 27 decal sheet and were 

not of the correct curvature to fit easily…Some 

tiny air valves were glued to the rims and Alclad 

painted mounting nuts glue into placed. A wash 

of Tamiya smoke finished them off and some 

weathering to the tyre manufacturer decals 

completed the look.   

I mounted the wheels using cyano and simply did my 

alignment the old fashioned way…by eye. Given the 

state of my eyesight these days, it’s a wonder they are 

on at all!  Happily the car sits on all four wheels nicely. 

On reflection, I think the sidewall of the rear tyres is 

too big as the ride height is a tad off.  

 I mounted the wing supports at this time too, and 

fitted the dreadfully fiddly angled brackets...one of 

which is still in the carpet….. 

At the front, some etch parts provided the front fog 

lights and air intakes – sprayed Zero semi gloss black 

and bent with a gentle curve they fitted okay. I 

fashioned some lens covers from thin clear sheet and 

sprayed them yellow and tacked them in place with 

white glue. I hindsight this area could have been 

tackled better, by cutting out the air intake using the moulded in kit plastic and drilling for some small lenses. 

This way the hole thing would have stayed inset, not flush as the etch parts look.  

 

This shot on the left shows the fog lamp lens 

cover. The ‘light’ is simply the etch part 

without any paint on it – scratched away to 

reveal its circular shape. Above it, you may 

also see the red tow strap protruding from 

the front bumper.  

 

 

The etch discs really help detail this area... 

 

The car on its wheels for the first time, always a 

relief when it goes well! Rear wing supports on 

too… 
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The car was taking shape now and the list of parts to fit was getting smaller.  

The mirrors were fitted, sprayed with Zero Nastro 

Azzurro yellow, a good match for the decals. The 

mirror part was provided via the Studio 27 etch set. 

Five modern release catches were provided in the 

kit, which I chose to ignore favouring the ones in the 

Studio 27 set….I airbrushed them black and once in 

place they looked awful! S27 dropped the ball on 

these…after studying some references; the kit ones 

were better and looked far more accurate! Feeling 

as if I’d be scolded by Fujimi, I later fitted them to 

my satisfaction. The tiny red arrow decals were from 

the Studio 27’s decal sheet.  

   

I finally mounted the wing, with some stressful moments, using white glue. I’ve decided to use white glue, as if 

it breaks off, it should leave the support structure in place. I then added the 3 roof aerials…the stubby one is 

from a Tamiya Peugeot 206 WRC kit, the larger two are scratchbuilt from fine wire and black tubing. One of 

the other tasks undertaken at this late stage was to add a wash to the panel lines. The lines are not consistent 

in their depth on the model, and this proved problematic in getting a clean finish. I used an old technique I’ve 

not practiced for years. Humbrol Metalcote steel paint added roughly with a regular brush, allowed to dry and 

then tidied up with white spirit on a soft tissue. It works well on lines with good depth, but not on some of the 

shallow ones I found, the thinner just drag’s the paint out again. Several applications of paint eventually got 

the look I was after. I must try and find a small nibbed grey artist pen for my next attempt.   

Last job was the front winglets. I should have 

done these earlier, but you know how it is, 

putting of bits you’re not looking forward to! 

Four exist on the real car, Fujimi supply these 

in plastic which really is too thick to be 

convincing. Nevertheless, I persevered, 

sprayed them Halfords satin black, covered 

them with Modellers carbon, then clear and 

proceed to fit them several times…why? I 

knocked them off countless times, even while 

taking the photographs you’re about to see.  

In fact the car is difficult to handle with wing 

mirrors, aerials and winglets in place. I’ll be 

taking glue with me to its first show…. 

So, it’s done. 7 months of toil has produced 

my first sportscar in over 10 years. I should have had this model complete for Telford….2013. While I examine 

quite why my modelling is moving along at a glacial pace, enjoy the photos of the completed model. It might 

be a while before you see the next one!!  

 

 

The rear...a second tow strap, weathered with a dark 

dirt wash from Pro Modeller. 

 

The model nearly complete, less them pesky winglets 
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TANK MUSEUM CHRISTMAS VISIT BY RUSSELL EDEN  

Over the Christmas break a couple of us decided to visit the Tank Museum at Bovington.  I haven’t been since 

they first got the Tiger running a few years ok. On a typically (of this winter) wet and stormy morning Steve 

picked me and up and we headed west. Stu was heading east from Devon to meet us there at 10ish. He got 

their first and decided to meet us in there. 

With a reasonable entry price of £12.50 (with a year’s free re-entry) it was off to find Stu – harder than we 

initially thought as they have a new (ish) hall I haven’t explored and it was easy to get distracted by big not so 

shiny things! Once found we had a cuppa and chat at the new (to me) cafeteria - prices weren’t bad here 

either. 

OK, on with the tour – we started in the 

new hall next to the cafeteria which 

shows the history and progression of 

the tank from WWI through to modern 

times. The exhibits include a Whippet, 

Renault FT17, various prototype British 

tanks – it is a British museum after all, a 

Churchill, Cromwell, Sherman, 

numerous panzers – mk ii, iii, a panther, 

THE Tiger, a T34 and onto more modern 

tanks – M48, Chieftain, Scorpion, 

Centurion, etc. 

 

 

 

 

The map… 

After taking some research pictures and checking out other research details without being too nerdy, honest 

(the wife she’d rather work from home than join us for some reason) we moved onto the Post War section – 

doing things in order? Us? Hah! Never! Lots of new stuff here from the Iraq and Afghanistan conflicts – a few 

 

Steve and Stu – tank nerds are us! 
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looted soviet era vehicles with a large contingent of British post war armour, some nice if brightly painted 

Swedish amour, some French and German donations and not forgetting the Centurion cut in half – superb 

even after all these years – must have been a big saw for that! 

After a very nice lunch we spent 

a great deal of time wandering 

around the WWII hall with its 

numerous tanks, armoured cars 

and halftracks from all sides. 

Much drooling was done over 

the larger German exhibits along 

with a bit of nit picking on the 

paint jobs on some – one day I’m 

going break into the museum 

and repaint the German sd.kfz 

234/2 8 wheeled armoured car 

which is currently in a panzer 

grey for some reason instead of 3 

tone camo! Me? A tank nerd? 

Well, maybe! The winter 

whitewashed tanks were great 

for some inspiration – the KV1 

was a fave of mine and Stu’s. The info plaques lack a bit of detail, especially on where the vehicles came from 

but the website has more thorough information. 

  

Saladin Armoured Car Stu and the impressively huge Jagdtiger 

  
Kv-1 in winter white wash Korean war Pershing 

 

Panther – it’s not just Tigers that have stripes! 
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From here it was into the rather cramped confines of the Cold War section which sadly looks more like a 

storage hall with not much room to get round the exhibits. Mainly being more British armour – did I say this 

was a British Museum? Funnily enough the Panzer Museum at Munster is mainly filled with German armour! 

At the back of this hall is a camp set up like one in Afghanistan with some of the newer wheeled vehicles used 

by our forces out there. 

  

Stu and the replica A7V British prototype between wars tank 

The WW1 hall via the trench experience was last – still a good exhibition if lacking in real mud! The usual 

British WW1 rolling coffins were there yet the interwar hall was suspiciously empty with just one rather large 

tank – I think most have been moved into the Tank Story hall.  

Lastly we braved the outdoors and went to the new storage hall – the Vehicle Conservation Centre – sadly only 

viewed from a balcony but worth a look. 

 

Mmmmm armoured vehicles 
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With several hours past we were all tanked out and 

headed to the shop. The models were reasonably 

priced with a good selection. Their book selection is a 

fraction of what it was on my last visit sadly so I left 

without any. The rest of the souvenirs were the usual 

museum fare – glasses, polo shirts, stuff for kids, 

sweets, etc. I came home with a fridge magnet for the 

collection and a bottle of Landship beer! 

Well, what can I say about our visit – 

If you’re a tank fan and haven’t been – go!  

If you haven’t been for a while – go back!  

I would suggest going on a day like we did as there 

were about 30 people in the museum at one time – 

just how I like my museums – quiet! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EARLY INFLUENCES BY WILL BOOTH 

Like many of us, my first kit was a Spifire Mk.IX from Woolies built with my Dad, 

probably after seeing "Battle of Britain" at the Gants Hill Odeon.  The second was 

another bagged JEJ, again from Woolies but this time I built it myself and 

beautifully camouflaged it in gloss Brunswick green and silver (from the Airfix 

bottles) - the only colours I had.  With a local newsagent selling Airfix (and later 

Matchbox) kits I was set up.  Meanwhile on TV I can't believe that every night's BBC 

news had film of B-52s carpet-bombing North Vietnam, but that's how it seemed. 

However a more enduring influence was that at around the same time as my first 

Airfix kit, around eight(?) or so, I was given a set of marvellous books by one of my 

Dad's friends; they had belonged to his son who died in tragic circumstances at age 

19. 

The fantastic pictures and engaging writing in Martin 

Caidin's "Air Force" and "Golden Wings" captivated me 

at that early age.  These pictorial histories of 

USAS/USAAC/USAAF/USAF to 1957 and USN & USMC 

to 1960 mean that I, somewhat, unpatriotically prefer 

P-40s, Sabres, Corsairs and Banshees to Spitfires.  A 

copy of "Lancaster at War" was also among the books 

but the poised photos of dark RAF bomber at rest 

could hardly compete with the dramatic B-24s and B-

17s ploughing through walls of flak in the American 

book whilst Caidin's lyrical captions alongside forcibly 

 

Captions please….. 
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illuminated to a youthful mind that war in the air was sometimes (often? always?) brutal and unpleasant.   

Volumes 1 to 6 of William Green's pocket-sized "Warplanes of the Second World War" showed me a huge 

variety of fighters, seaplanes and flying boats that the Airfix catalogue never troubled to mention!  I wondered 

then how I could build these "unknown" types from the tiny 3-view drawings.   

The same author's "Macdonald's World Air Power Guide" provided more 

drawings this time beautifully drawn side elevations with markings to a 

constant scale, showing virtually every type in service around 1963 from WW2 

Mustangs and Mitchells to the massive Myaschev "Bounder".  It includes such 

oddities as the new "Mig 23" fighter going into service (actually a on- off 

Mikoyan experimental type) some eight years before Mikoyan designed the 

real 23!) 

After 40 odd years and much moving around these books are all now 

somewhat dog-eared but I still refer to them, replacing the books with better 

copies as I can (the little "Warplanes" books seem the most sought after, not 

surprisingly).  I'd probably take "Golden Wings" as my book to the BBC Desert 

Island if Kirsty Young would let me (I'd take Kirsty along too!). 

ON ANOTHER SUBJECT ENTIRELY…  

As seen in The Romsey Advertiser 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Though the model may not have placed in the Romsey competition, at Christmas I won 100 quid for my WIP 

thread on a Canadian scratch-building website! 
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ARMY FLYING MUSEUM LECTURE : ERIC "WINKLE" BROWN BY WILL BOOTH   

Eric "Winkle" Brown gave a lecture at the Army Flying Museum on Wednesday 27 November, about his work 

for the RAE in Germany at the end of the war.  It was a sell out so Peter was the only other RMer I met there.  

Captain Brown gave an entertaining and lucid account of his work, clearly evoking the chaos and chilling 

atmosphere as the Third Reich collapsed. 

Although the description of the flying machines was interesting, his discussion of "liberating" Bergen-Belsen 

and meeting infamous Nazis such as Goering, Himmler and Hanna Reitsch were more fascinating.  He also 

contrasted the characters of the two famous designers, Tank and Messerschmitt. 

In response to my question about the most dangerous plane he'd flown, Capt. Brown confirmed that he had 

flown the Me163 under rocket power once - this was arranged somewhat clandestinely as the powers-that-be 

were concerned at the danger, and his earlier books glossed over whether a powered flight occurred, 

presumably as the author still worked in Aviation at the time.  The other candidate was the GAL56, a tail-less 

swept wing glider with very unpleasant flight characteristics that subsequently killed its company test pilot. 

While discussing the speed of the German jets, Brown put forward his view that the best fighter [of WW2] was 

the Spitfire XIV, followed up by the Focke-Wulf 190-D and the Mustang P-51D in third place. I thought this was 

interesting in that as a flying machine the earlier Merlin variants always seem preferred in descriptions, 

especially by modern pilots, however no doubt in war-time usable power and speed were more important 

than fancy aerobatics, as a speed-advantage allows the pilot to engage or disengage on his terms. 

Although Captain Brown is famous as a test-pilot, having flown some 487 different types, his importance may 

be greater.  Through the vagaries of his career from teacher to test-pilot, he is one of the few "ordinary" 

people to have actually witnessed the full span of the Third Reich, from meeting the Fuehrer right through to 

encountering victims of the Final Solution in its destruction. 

  

Will Booth 

Further to the Winkle Brown lecture , the Army Air Corps have another lecture at Middle Wallop on 

Wednesday 26th February, this time its about the Shuttleworth Collection. 

Ed: I have to apologise to Will for loosing his original article in November and failing to publish this sooner, 

suffice to say I have given myself a good talking to! 
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MEREKAT SCOUT VEHICLE BY RUSSELL EDEN  

By now most of you should 

know I like to model a wide 

variety of subjects including 

sci-fi and fantasy – these can 

be great for practicing painting 

and weathering techniques or 

just having fun and not 

worrying about the rivet 

counters! 

With that in mind I bought a 

section of Dreamforge 

Eisenkern stormtroopers last 

year and whilst waiting for the 

matching APC to be released I 

fancied building a couple of 

them – they are multi part 

figures which look uncannily 

like futuristic German stormtroopers – 

I will get to their assembly at a later date. 

After browsing the internet for futuristic 

vehicles I came across the Mercedes GTX 

– a cgi render of a scout vehicle – 

stunning I thought and with a Mercedes 

badge on the front – perfect for some 

German troops! 

As luck would have it one of my 

favourite resin manufactures had just 

released it in the gaming scale – 28mm – 

to match the figures (minus the 

Mercedes badge).  

 

May I present the ANTENOCITIS WORKSHOP Merekat – 

 

 

 

 

 

Pretty good sculpting to put it mildly. After selling a few 

bits on fleabay I ordered it once it was back in stock – 

that shows its popularity. Including postage it sells for a 

very reasonable £20.  
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It arrived pretty rapidly in the usual Antenocitis packaging which sadly, and probably to keep costs down, has 

no artwork of the vehicle on it. This means assembling will be done by using the Antenocitis sites many 

pictures of a finished one. A slight pain but not a huge problem. 

The hull is beautifully cast with only a very fine seam line on the bottom and two small casting stubs. The resin 

is quite soft and easily sanded. The wheels  and turret are also resin and gorgeous to behold! Hardy any clean 

up needed on these either. I wish certain other resin manufacturers would take note and use better resin and 

casting techniques – more on these on a future write-up.  

  

 

The rest of the parts are cast in metal and needed slightly 

more cleaning up – some very small needles files and 600 grit 

emery paper sorted the casting lines. Again, nothing drastic – I 

have seen worse on a plastic kit. In all clean up took me about 

an hour. 

 

 

I never like cast or moulded gun barrels so the only thing I will 

do to the kit is replace the barrel – as chance would have it I 

have a 1/48 20mm panzer ii barrel hanging around from my as 

yet unfinished panzer ii – guess that’ll be re-assigned then! 

 

Next month I will start assembling it. 
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P47D BUBBLETOP WITH SEVERE CHEATING BY NIGEL ROBINS  

There are some aircraft that, no matter what, you never take too. Unfortunately the P47 is one of mine. Now I 

know there are aficionados out there who think the P47 is the best thing since sliced bread but sadly it does 

nothing for me, neither does the P38 lightning!!! 

I, probably, have about 20 Spitfires in the collection and will be building more in due course, as for FW190s and 

Tempests; well the numbers are 

increasing constantly as these are among 

my favourite aircraft. I really did want a 

model P47 in the collection though but 

just couldn’t face building one.  With this 

thought in mind I happened to be in AC 

models in Eastleigh the other day and 

noticed that Revell are producing a series 

of semi finished model aircraft in a range 

called “Heroes of the Sky” These are 

similar in concept to the “Easy models” 

Hobby Boss were producing a few years 

ago. I have a few “Easy models” in my 

collection and whilst some of these were 

quite good and reasonably well finished others in the range were not to the same standard. Generally the 

camouflage schemes on some of these aircraft tended to be a bit too ambitious for mass production and 

looked pretty poor as a result. Anyway, back to the story; on the shelf was a Revell “Heroes of the Sky” P47D 

Bubbletop finished in Silver. I thought that I would take a look and found it to be superbly finished and well 

worth the £5.00 price tag. Before I realised it I was at the till and my hard earned cash was being invested in 

another model!! 

Once I got the kit home and carefully removed it from the packaging I concluded that I had indeed got a 

bargain. The “kit” comprised of five parts; nose and engine with propeller attached, lower fuselage and wings, 

upper fuselage and the two tail planes.  Assembly took me about five minutes and I was shortly looking at a 

rather nice P47D. There were some mould lines here and there that needed removal, which I did carefully 

avoiding damage to the paintwork but the joint of the central fuel tank was pretty rough and needed sanding 

down. By clever design there were no really visible joints that needed filling and the whole model looked 

rather impressive as it was. 

I touched up the damaged fuel tank 

paint work with Mr Metal colour 

chrome silver, which was used for all 

of the damaged aluminium areas and 

plain old Humbrol black acrylic for 

the anti glare panel. Flory models 

black weathering wash was applied 

over the whole model and then 

wiped off, once dry. This brought out 

the panel lines nicely and Citadel 

“Nulin oil” ink was washed on to 

areas such as the undercarriage legs 

and wheel wells where the Flory 

models product would not work. 

These processes, I think, dulled down 

the silver finish and improved the model no end. I managed to pop the cockpit canopy and added a couple of 

seat harnesses from Tamiya masking tape to the pilots seat though, as the detail was  pretty much invisible 
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with the canopy closed, I left everything else alone.  Drilling out the machine gun barrels with a small drill 

improved their appearance a bit as did repainting these black with a dry brush of dark grey. Finally a coat of 

Humbrol enamel matt varnish was applied to the whole black upper fuselage surfaces.  

 The “kit” was started Saturday PM and finished on Sunday PM and I am really pleased with the model. If I had 

tried to build up my Hasegawa kit from the 

stash I don’t think that I would have produced 

something as nice as the Revell model and I 

would have probably spent best part of a 

month swearing at it and that’s assuming that 

it got finished at all as if you are not 

enthusiastic about a project that can easily 

happen. Now I don`t say building up kits like 

this is the future of the hobby or for everyone 

but if you are starting in the hobby, haven’t 

much modelling time or, like me, want a space 

filler without too much aggro in your  aircraft 

collection, they may be a way forward.   

 

 

SD.KFZ10 WITH 2CM FLAK 38 IN 1/48TH SCALE BY CARTON THURSTON  

This is the 2nd 1/48th scale Blue Cat Sd. Kfz.10 

model ( Kit # 4802 ) that I am currently building. 

The other one has the Gaso-Line resin 3.7 CM 

PAK anti tank gun mounted on it. (The 2 CM FLaK 

38 model is by ACE Kit # 48103 ) I was inspired to 

do the Half Track with the 2 CM gun by this 

picture. The gun with its shields and the 6 man 

crew on such a small Half Track seem very 

aggressive to me. I also like the possible 

camouflage scheme. I first saw pictures of the 

basic Half Track model on the Network 54 site. 

Since it is in 1/48th scale I figured it will complement my earlier workshop version of the American M16 

conversion I did a year ago. The model is very easy to assemble taking less than 2 hours, except for the running 

gear, which is simplified in construction. The main hull is made up of 4 pieces, the outer hull with a groove on 

each side into which to place the running gear; the floor piece that goes the full length of the inside and has 

the rear of the transmission housing with gear shift base and seat bases; the rear piece which includes the 

instrument panel, windshield , firewall and front of the transmission housing. The hood (bonnet) pieces must 

be correctly lined up before any glue is used. The side panels only go in one way. The rest is just small 

additional pieces. 

As the pictures below show there are relatively few pieces in the model. 

The completed model will have plastic, resin, etch-brass and scratch building in it. I am going to concentrate on 

the scratch building part. As far as I have gone, this project has been a fun and very satisfying. I have done 

several searches on the internet and have 50 plus pictures of this halftrack, many of the showing clearly a 

number of extra details that I will be adding to my model. I have even found 6 figures I can add the it, so a 

small vignette or diorama may be done too. This started out as a simple multi-part model but has become a 

major bit of work. 
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THE BUILD SO FAR 

  
This shows the major difference between the standard kit and 

the start on my conversion. The white platform is a square of 

.030 sheet plastic. 

 This is the gun base glued in place, with the front end 

slightly raised. The black rectangles are where I scribed in 2 

doors on the base, & went over them with a pen. 

  

This is the 2 half Tracks with the guns temporarily in place. This shows the models next to a 6 inch steel ruler. 

  
This shows the underside of both the model and where I built 

up the underside of the platform. The running gear is laid out in 

the order in which it is assembled from inner to outer. 

This shows the comparative sizes of 1/35 th , 1/48 th, & 1/72 

nd next to my ruler. 

  
This shows the side rails that will go around 32 sides & the rear 

of the platform. 

This shows how the above will look on the model. They are 

made from .030 square strip & .060 channel stock. 
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This shows the sand bars attached to the front, They are short 

lengths of 5/16 th channel strip held in place by a square made 

from .030 strip stock. 

I obtained some plans of the Half Track from the reference 

source below 

  
This was then used as a template for the side panels This shows how I added the wedding veil material to the side 

panels. The outer frame is laid over the W/V material which 

is laid over the side frame & then glued together. The outer 

frame is made from .030.X.015 strip.  

The completed one at the bottom, the W/V material is at the 

top.  

REFERENCES 

The following sites have walk arounds of both the Half Track and the gun. www.toadmanstankpictures.com 

and www.primeportal.com  

For the 2 CM gun the best one with 31 very good pictures is, 

http://militarymodels.co.nz/2012/07/21/photowalkaround-2CM-flak-38/ 

  

http://www.toadmanstankpictures.com/
http://www.primeportal.com/
http://militarymodels.co.nz/2012/07/21/photowalkaround-2CM-flak-38/
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CLUB DIARY 2014 

February 19
th

 Club Night   

March 5
th

 

March 19
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Club Night 

  

April 2
nd

  

April 16
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Club Night – Andy Argent 

April 12
th

 

 

Poole Vikings Show 

May 7
th

 

May 21
st

  

Club Night Extra  

Club Night: Airfix Competition 

May 11
th 

May 31
st

 

Hendon Show 

IPMS Salisbury Show 

June 4
th

 

June 18
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Club Night 

  

July 2
nd

 

July 16
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Club Night: US Competition 

  

August 6
th

 

August 20
th

  

Club Night Extra  

Club Night 

  

September 3
rd

 

September 17
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Club Night 

September 14
th

  

September 20
th

 

Build a Model in a Day 

IPMS Farnborough Show 

October 1
st

 

October 15
th

  

Club Night Extra  

Club Night 

October 11
th

 

October 25
th

 

Bovington Show 

Yeovilton Autumn Show 

November 5
th

 

November 19
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Annual Competition 

November 8
th

 / 9
th

 

November 30
th

  

Scale ModelWorld 2014 

Middle Wallop Show 

December 3
rd

 

December 17
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Xmas Night 

  

Next Meeting: Wednesday February 19
th

   (8pm to 10pm) 

Ampfield Village Hall 

Morleys Lane 

Romsey 

Hampshire 

SO51 9BJ 

 

  

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication 

Tony Adams 

Will Booth 

Russell Eden 

Nigel Robins 

Carl Thurston 

Paul Adams 

Pat Camp 

CONTACT INFO 

Web Site wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk  email info@romseymodellers.co.uk 

http://www.romseymodellers.co.uk/
file:///C:/Users/Administrator/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/info@romseymodellers.co.uk
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Club Secretary   Tony Adams Tel: 01794 519153 

Magazine Editor  Tony Adams Tel: 07736555664  email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk 

Treasurer  Steve Edwards  

Competition Secretary   Sean Summers 

Show Organiser   Paul Adams 

 

 

Articles and news are always welcome for inclusion in this magazine. Note all views and information thus 

expressed are solely those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the editor or the club 

as a whole.  

Copyright: Romsey Modellers 2014 
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